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Deploy Advanced Analytics as a Competitive Differentiator
Advanced data analytics is emerging as the new competitive differentiator. As the CPO (cost-per-observation) drops 
across a whole range of business functions and vertical industries, businesses that apply advanced data analytics to the 
resulting mass of data will gain a competitive advantage. They will reduce costs, better understand risks, accelerate the 
pace and quality of decision making, deliver personalized experiences and optimize long-term profitability. 

With the adoption of any new technology there are a companion set of risks. Companies tend to have a culture that fits 
somewhere along an adoption cycle illustrated in this table.

Where does your company generally fit on the adoption cycle?  Become more aggressive in your adoption of advanced 
data analytics and you will improve your competitive stance.  

Bleeding edge
Creators, inventors and

experimenters
 If successful you define the future

Project failures are fairly common 

leading edge
Pilot-tests new technologies  

and synthesizes systems from 
best-of-breed components

Advanced capabilities sooner than 
most competitors

Often expensive, requires 
customization & you might pick a 
vendor that washes out

Fast Follower
Quick to adopt once there is 

some momentum

Easier to tell which vendors will 
thrive & many kinks worked out of 
technology

You might be as much as two years 
behind a competitor

MainstreaM
Adopt once the industry is going 
this way and this capability will 

become table-stakes

Prices have stabilized & best practices 
available to follow

Too late for competitive advantage 
just working to stay in the game 

lagging
Waits until there is pressure from 

customers and partners to change

Delay capital spending and wait until 
technology is battle-tested and cheap

Loss of customers, irritation of 
partners and lower service levels

skeptics/traditionalist
Avoids change, remain skeptical 
of benefits to new technology

Avoid technology expenses and 
process change disruption

Shrinking customer base and possible 
loss of core business

adoption tYpeBeneFits risks

good reason F to inVest in daTA ANALYTICS

Regardless of where you are on the spectrum of advanced data analytics LifeScale Analytics can assist.  Our services range from 
strategic and architectural consulting to determine the ways an investment in advanced analytics can help your business, to 
implementing and training your staff on the right solutions. We can even deploy an outsourced analytic toolbox tailored to your 
specific data analytic requirements. Whatever the analytics related need is in your organization LifeScale Analytics can help.




